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World, 2008-05-03.
In my first MacWorld ever, I go specially to hear Mr. Steve Jobs, Apple Computer founder as
well the inventor of the modern Personal Computer. After to stand up at 5am, not really
complicated for me, and a quick breakfast I start to walk in early morning in San Francisco
streets to reach the Moscone Center.
After more than five hours of standing up in a very long line, we enter in Moscone Center.
We're happy because we know that the Job's presentation had been started, in time while we
stay outside the buidling.
However, we enter in a room and hear Mr. Jobs from a high widescreen, not personally. The
same happens when I hear Mr. Bill Gates.
So, we start to listen the speech from the point number 3, I think, around when he start to
comment about Apple Movie rental, and I appreciate that decision. Honestly, I want to do the
same with my company.
Anyway, Mr. Jobs then announce its MacBook air, that get excellent impressions locally and
from me. I have my comments on MacBook air, but this is not the point here.
The point here, is to comment about him latest idea. The idea, that in some sense is hidden
from the fact to release a Laptop, without CD or DVD.
The really idea is to "Don't accumulate stuff, like Music or Movies on your PC, just download
when you want".
Yep! ... Don't accumulate. Download, may be you need to pay for them, but after you watch,
remove them! ... in any case, keep clean.
This idea is for sanity, and to live friendly and in peace with your data moving across your
hands in home or business.
So, this idea, if you want to follow it, is to have a maximum number of Gb (or Tb) for your use at
home or office. ... Not unlimited, like logically you dream, expect or suppose.
Of course, I enjoy the nice iPhone, and in this case, I want to take one, but will be when will be.
Thanks!
Giovanni A. Orlando.
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